WRITERS OF THE MONTH

Names of the Writers of the month

From top row clockwise
- Abhishek Patil
- Michael Humanne
- Sameyak Sabadra
- Shlok Kabadi
- Rakshanda Nimse
- Rukma Gadakh
- Prashik Dhepe
- Yash Prahladka
- Ananya Patil
- Shivani Sanap
- Tanirika Chhabra
- Ishaan Chandratreya

"First time in Nashik, New way to drink Tea"

“Energize your day with-Black Forest, Tea Latte, Ice Tea and Nachos Salsa”

G27,28, SK Open Mall, Near Sharaddha Petrol Pump, BYK College, College Road, Nashik-05
Events of the month

Exhibition by Delegates of UK Universities - Sept. 6

An exhibition was organized for the students of A-Levels and IGCSE, who are interested in pursuing further education in UK. Delegates had put up an exhibition of their study course, fee structure, etc. for the following universities:
- Royal Holloway, University of London
- SOAS (School of Oriental and African Studies)
- Swansea University
- University of Manchester
- University of Northampton
- University of South Wales

The students actively interacted with the delegates and got their queries clarified.

Preboard-3
Sept 20 to Oct 04, 2013
Students of A level Nov. 2013 and IGCSE Nov. 2013 took Preboard 3 examination.

Farewell - Fare Well
FIA bade farewell to the flying batch - A Level Nov 2013 on Sept. 13, 2013. The theme ‘Rainbow-the Carnival of Colours’ filled up the evening with refreshing, colourful excitement.

FIA Basket ball League. Sept. 02 – Sept. 12

COMBO offers
11am to 6pm

1 Regular Cappuccino / Latte + Any 1 Bruschetta / Garlic Bread + Any 1 Milkshake / Frappe + Any 1 Veg Burger / Veg Wrap

Bliss
6, Rushiraj Tower, Jehan Circle, Gangapur Road. Call: +91 253 234 4150

Another minor advantage is that, it gets you addicted to it and helps you reduce focus from bad things and a major disadvantage is that, it gets you addicted to itself and helps you diverts you from everything. There are people who spend days, nights and weeks glued to the screens updating their Facebook status and checking out others.

In addition, your friends can track your regular activities but BEWARE! Any Tom, Dick or Harry can track your regular activities. Kidnaps and assassination plans have been executed using the target’s status updates. What FACEBOOK expects you to post when you watch a movie is the name of the movie and whether you liked it or not, and what YOU expect Facebook to let you post is the name of the movie, its review, location of the cinema hall, show timings, people you watched with and the flavour of popcorn you ate. Another minor advantage is that people with similar interests can come together but a major disadvantage is that people with similar interests can come together. We need to understand that there are 7 billion people, who eat, drink, work, shop, dance and celebrate just like us. But we also need to understand that there are at least 7 billion different interests. Interests which get converted into Facebook pages. Facebook pages varying from “Tiddlywinks Dinkysnort Fan Club” to official “Illegal Car Racing Homepage!”

A further minor advantage is that, you meet new people and a further major advantage is that you meet new people. I would definitely want to meet someone like ‘Raunak Kashyap, lives in Nasik, works for Infosys, likes Tech, Hacks and SUVs and not definitely ‘Raunak Kashyap, lives in Yavatmal, works for Papaya Nursery, like roses, thymes and Rajasthan Royals.

Facebook was always meant to be good and so were Adolf Hitler and Saddam Hussein. On Facebook, no one is like self. It is a place where CBI agents prefer uploading their best friend’s child’s birthday party photos instead of a CAG report about a Rs. 1.86 lakh crore scandal. There are 3 basic protocols. Newton’s 3 laws of Facebook motion.

First law- A status updated remains on the wall, or if liked or commented gets shared with a uniform velocity unless external forces like Facebook management or the updater removes it. Second law- F=ma, i.e. Facebook = mistakes x attitude- It gets you tons of them with it.

Third law being if a person ‘X’ exerts a photo on his Facebook friends the Facebook friends will exert and equal and opposite comment on the photo on person ‘X’.

We want Facebook to be clean. Resistant to fake accounts and security questions, providing a platform for exposure of desired thoughts to desired people. And its we, who will clean it, so let’s take a pledge today:

Facebook is my social network. All Facebook account holders are almost my brothers and sisters. I love my social media and I am proud of its rich and varied database of webpages. I shall always ‘LIKE’ to be worthy of it. I shall give my friends, employees and all account holders respect and treat everyone with a social sense. To my network and my comments, I pledge my devotion. In their well statuses and prosperity alone lies my happiness.

“JAI FACEBOOK”
**Rendezvous with Jitendra Sir!!**

Samyak Sabadra & Rakshanda Nimse

Dr. Jitendra Kulkarni has mastered in the field of Physics and Chemistry, he has done his PhD in Chemistry and is well versed with General Knowledge. Let’s know more about him.

- Who has played the largest role in your life?
  - My parents and my wife. They made me who I am today.

- What made you take up teaching as your career?
  - Well, it was passion blended with my liking towards my teachers that made me take teaching as a career. It was amazing that my teachers made the most mysterious subject so comfortable for me.

- What has been the turning point in your life?
  - The accident that caused me undergo a major operation on spondylisis and seized my activities further.

- The secret behind your strong General Knowledge?
  - Ensuring that I read newspaper for an hour everyday and try to use that information to bring interest while teaching.

- How do you think technology has influenced the system of education in our country?
  - Technology being the future has greatly influenced the present generation. The use of it contributes in practical understanding and visualization, making educational system more effective.

- Where would you have seen yourself, if not a teacher?
  - I would have probably run an ayurvedic medical practice to confirm that Indian origin medicines are better than alphabetic medicines. For me, even teaching is a verbal medicine.

- Given a chance, which moment of your life would you revive again?
  - Teach physics because I love it and it is my passion.

- Describe your ‘dream school’.
  - It is where I am sitting – FIA

- What message for us?
  - In this technosavy world, we are served with ‘Good and the Bad’. You should be wise enough to take what is right for you. You should not get carried away. More than academics, the values are important for the present generation. You should absorb the good and leave the bad.

**SURPRISING FACTS ABOUT DR JITENDRA**

1. Received Post Doctoral fellowship in Chemistry from CSIR, New Delhi.
2. Topped in the university during D.C.M (Diploma In Computer Management)
3. Associate member of International Congress of Chemistry & Environment.
4. Published 7 research articles in various chemistry journals. It includes low cost methods for pollution control.
5. Passed 2 examinations in astrology- (OMG! So he predicts our grades accurately.)
6. Cleared Level 2 in Classical music
7. Received fellowship while working as Project Fellow under UGC Major Research Project.

Dr. Jitendra is an Intelligent, Sensitive, Enthusiastic, Self-disciplined, Thoughtful and an Artistic person besides being a good singer.

-Mr Pramod Patil
The students of Grade III to V got the opportunity to visit the ICICI (Industrial Credit Investment Corporation of India) Bank on Friday, August 23, 2013 to get acquainted with its working.

Visit To The Regiment of Artillery Museum

Boarders till grade VIII visited the Regiment of Artillery Museum on Saturday, August 24, 2013. They were introduced to one of the most important cores of the Indian Army – Artillery, its functions and the role it has played in various wars. They observed how the soldiers attack enemy in rough & tough terrains with the help of a short movie demonstrating the various types of warfare & artillery guns.

Workshop On Oral Curriculum & Strategies

Ms Gwendolyn Pereira & Ms Nivita Shaikh attended a workshop at Mindsprings’ Enrichment Center, Mumbai, on Saturday, August 24, 2013 on ‘Oral Curriculum & Strategies for the Classroom’ conducted by Ms. Vidhusi Chaudhary.

The students of Grade VIII visited Sarda Farm in Nashik on Monday, September 02, 2013. The students returned with a colossal knowledge towards the working of a farm.

Visit To The ICICI Bank

Words Of Wisdom By Dr. D. P. N Prasad

The Executive Director of R.S. Luth Educational Trust Dr. D. P. N. Prasad addressed to the students of Grade VIII on Friday, August 30, 2013. He boosted their confidence & motivated them to excel in the forthcoming Secondary Checkpoint Examinations.

Teachers’ Day Celebrations

Teachers’ Day was celebrated with splendor on Thursday, September 05, 2013 at FIA. The charismatic boarders gave awe inspiring and soul touching musical and dance performance. Chadha Madam appreciated the efforts put in by the tutors in nurturing and inculcating the qualities of love, unity and equality in our children.

“Super Sunday” For Boarders

On Sunday, September 15, 2013, the boarders from Grade I to Grade VIII went for an adventurous trek and picnic on a misty morning to the lush green hills near Gangapur dam. They were rejuvenated with the overall experience.

Students Visit Sarda Farms

The students of Grade VIII visited Sarda Farm in Nashik on Monday, September 02, 2013. The students returned with a colossal knowledge towards the working of a farm.
My Sister

‘Sister’ a word of six letters
Value much more than that
The one who always moves her head
With ponies looks like a cat.
I too have this wonderful gift
Who looks sweeter than any doll
I am the one who saw her grow
Learn to walk from her crawl.
As cute as she is
She is naughty too
She loves to play hide n seek
And scare me with her boo
Oh! I just love her hands
My cheeks with them she holds
She even likes to draw and create
With stencils and moulds
She loves to play badminton
Learning French now a days
Her every wish may be fulfilled
On her God shower your blessing rays
She wants to play drums
And swimming she does love
She wants to bring peace to the world
Like the white wonderful dove.
She is so fair, tall and thin
Looks fab with hair like silk
Silly sis hasn’t grown up
Still likes to drink bournvita with milk
She loves to gobble gulab jamuns,
And makes amazing food
I hope she goes in Masterchef some day
Oh man! She is that good.
She is the one with me
In times good and bad
She is the only one who lifts me up
When I’m lonely and sad
I can’t imagine life without her
However much she troubles me
I support her as she supports me
With her I’ll always be
Hey angel I love you very much
Aim high achieve your desire
I am with you and I’ll smile
When you set the world on fire.
Contributed by Ms. Ananya Patil (VI B)
Boxing Bonanza


Mrs. Geeta Negi Bags The ‘Adarsh Shikshak’ Award

On the occasion of Teacher’s Day, Mrs Geeta Negi, was presented “The Adarsh Shikshak Award” by the President of the Lions Club, Mr. Yashwant Jadhav for her contribution towards the field of education in the form of sports.

Badminton Champions


The Triumph Series Karate Kings

Mst. Anshuman Shirore- Grade II secured 2 Gold Medals in Karate Competition held at Pimpargav on Saturday, August 03, 2013.
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Q. Why did you decide to become a teacher?
It was not a decision, it was my destiny. I was born to be a teacher.

Q. How do you make learning fun for students?
My students can answer this question the best.

Mst. Yash Prahladka: Ma’am explains everything very well, shares lots of extra information & is full of fun.

Q. Describe the most challenging student you’ve ever taught.
One intelligent student from our first batch at FIA taught me many things. He could answer my questions but I couldn’t answer his questions (Pushpa Madam answers with a smile).

Q. List five adjectives to describe yourself.
A. Interactive, fun loving, talented, friendly & caring [according to her students]

Q. What is the difference between a good teacher & a great teacher?
A good teacher teaches well but a great teacher inspires & influences her students till eternity.

Q. Name a book that you'd like to read (to or with) your students.
Why?
A. Angels & Demons by Dan Brown. It has everything – Science, mystery, literature.

Q. Your favourite past time?
A. Reading, Reading and Reading.

Q. Other than teaching what do you want to try?
A. Social service for our community and for the under privileged.

Q. Who is your role model?
A. Everyone, as everyone is special. I can learn something from each.

Q. What would you want to become in your next life?
A Bird

Q. Any message for the students?
A. Be grateful for what you have, believe in yourself, be kind to all and most important of all be a well read person.

Rita Madam – Human Dictionary
Roopa Madam - The one adjective that comes to my mind for her is “Cool”. One of her qualities which I would like to imbibe in myself is her tremendous ability of not carrying her work place tensions home. “Cool” no?!!!
Nilopher Madam - This humble soul with her simplicity has made a special place in our hearts. Your presence around us makes us complete. You are indeed a very self motivated person. Your ever positive approach towards things around inspires me to follow you thoroughly. You are indeed a motherly figure for me. Thanks for the way you are!!!!
Honorable Chadha Madam – A remarkable lady with a strong sense of conviction and responsibility. Pushpa truly believes that duties are not performed for duty’s sake, but because their neglect would make the students uncomfortable.